The Mailings

BOOKS BY ALICE A. BAILEY
Initiation, Human and Solar (1922)
Letters on Occult Meditation (1922)
The Consciousness of the Atom (1922)
A Treatise on Cosmic Fire (1925)
The Light of the Soul (1927)
The Soul and Its Mechanism (1930)
From Intellect to Intuition (1932)
A Treatise on White Magic (1934)
From Bethlehem to Calvary (1937)
Discipleship in the New Age––Vol. I (1944)
Discipleship in the New Age––Vol. II (?)
Problems of Humanity (1947)
The Reappearance of the Christ (1948)
The Destiny of the Nations (1949)
Glamour: A World Problem (1950)
Telepathy and the Etheric Vehicle (1950)
The Unfinished Autobiography (1951)
Education in the New Age (1954)
The Externalization of the Hierarchy (1957)
A Treatise on the Seven Rays:
Vol. I––Esoteric Psychology (1936)
Vol. II––Esoteric Psychology (1942)
Vol. III––Esoteric Astrology (1951)
Vol. IV––Esoteric Healing (1953)
Vol. V––Rays and Initiation (1960)
See https://alliancesforhumanity.com/hierarchy/

I’ve sent two mailings to the astronomical community:
1). December 30-31, 2021
I attempted to reach those at
https://www.iau.org/administration/membership/junior/
2). February 16 to May 25, 2022
Those at
https://www.iau.org/administration/membership/individual/
Here’s a copy of the email sent:
What follows is not related to your specific interests but it is of astronomical importance.
“The second law is the Law of Attraction and Repulsion. Fundamentally the law describes the
compelling force of attraction that holds our solar system to the Sirian; that holds our planets
revolving around our central unit, the sun; that holds the lesser systems of atomic and molecular
matter circulating around a center in the planet;”
From A Treatise on Cosmic Fire by Alice Bailey, 1925, page 568.
I attempted to prove this Sirian connection about 10 years ago.
See https://alliancesforhumanity.com/sirius/ or examine attachment SiriusWP.pdf.
I would think with your expertise, better data and computer power you should be able to prove,
or disprove, the above statement fairly easily.
Relative to this issue of 14 billion years for the age of the universe please see attachment
Time.pdf.
One final matter.
We are in desperate need of a more efficient, and rapid, form of healing and a clean energy
source.
See https://alliancesforhumanity.com/discoveries/ or the attachment Discoveries.pdf.
In particular the work done by Rife and Moray.
The work done by Keely will produce wonders some day but will take more time to properly
understand and implement.
https://alliancesforhumanity.com/sirius/siriuswp.pdf
https://alliancesforhumanity.com/sirius/time.pdf
https://alliancesforhumanity.com/discoveries/discoveries.pdf
The final Group#.txt document: https://alliancesforhumanity.com/sirius/group406.txt

All bandwidth totals DO NOT include videos.
December results

February (See Group406.txt for an explanation of the missing days)

March

April

May

A very high percentage of the addresses obtained were good. Few SPAM rejections.
Observations.
1). Was disappointed with the response shown by China, Germany and Japan.
China: 568 people contacted.
Germany: 579
Japan: 610
2). Was surprised by, impressed with and pleased to see the attention ttv7n2.pdf and chart5.jpg received as well as the Hierarchy webpage.
There are definitely strong spiritual undercurrents within your community! I suspect many of you believe/sense that there is something deeper
going on. That there’s intent/design underlying everything but you didn’t know where to look. Religion doesn’t have much to contribute to
your understanding, perspective, approach. There are details which you need. I’m convinced that Occultism, the Occult Sciences, does.
Now, the big question is what are you folks, the astronomical community, going to do with the keys you’ve been given. Only two basic options:
1). Ignore what you’ve been sent, as well as the responsibilities I’ve forced upon you, and continue to pursue the limited path you’ve been on
while watching the world fall into a deeper chaos.
2). Greatly expand upon our understanding, open a variety of doors and solve a number of global problems. Help to set our feet upon a more
reasonable, enlightened and responsible path!!! All you have to do is prove the Sirian connection and go public with this information. Everything
else should fall into place!

